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Abstract
Automatically inferring ongoing activities is to enable the early recognition of un-
finished activities, which is quite meaningful for applications, such as online human-
machine interaction and security monitoring. State-of-the-art methods use the spatio-
temporal interest point (STIP) based features as the low-level video description to handle
complex scenes. While the existing problem is that typical bag-of-visual words (BoVW)
focuses on the statistical distribution of features but ignores the inherent contexts in activ-
ity sequences, resulting in low discrimination when directly dealing with limited obser-
vations. To solve this problem, the Recurrent Self-Organizing Map (RSOM), which was
designed to process sequential data, is novelly adopted in this paper for the high-level rep-
resentation of ongoing human activities. The innovation lies that the currently observed
features and their spatio-temporal contexts are encoded in a trajectory of the pre-trained
RSOM units. Additionally, a combination of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance
and Edit distance, named DTW-E, is specially proposed to measure the structural dis-
similarity between RSOM trajectories. Two real-world datasets with markedly different
characteristics, complex scenes and inter-class ambiguities, serve as sources of data for
evaluation. Experimental results based on kNN classifiers confirm that our approach can
infer ongoing human activities with high accuracies.
1 Introduction
Early recognition of human activity arises in a large amount of applications from human-
machine interaction to video security. Taking a monitoring system as an example, if it can
infer the ongoing destroying behavior and raise a timely alarm before it is done, it will
be more meaningful than just identifying objects destroyed. In the field of human activity
analysis, most previous methods are limited to the recognition of simple and single human
actions [1, 2]. Additionally, most researchers used fully observed videos for training, making
models unsuitable to infer unfinished activities [3, 4, 5, 6]. Therefore, the development of
new methods to recognize ongoing activities from limited observation is rather necessary.
In recent years, though researchers have proposed some methods for inferring ongo-
ing activities, there exist some limitations in different aspects. Lv and Nevatia modeled each
c 2013. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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human action as a hidden state sequence of body silhouettes and used HMM to infer interme-
diate status [7], which depended on the accurate detection of human body, thus suffered from
the difficulties of multi-object and complex background in real-world videos. Ravichandran
et al. realized a dynamic inference system using the histogram of single-frame optical flow
for description [8]. It performed well to deal with simple actions, but it was incompetent
to handle more complex activities (e.g. human interactions [9]) due to the disturbed optical
flow. Ryoo used the local video features and proposed two variants of bag-of-visual words
(BoVW) to predict human activity at high computational speed [10]. However, it obtained
modest accuracies, which proved that BoVW could not capture enough discrimination from
the limited data of unfinished activities. Most recently, Hoai and Torre addressed the early
event detection by an active training process, for which Structural Output SVMwas extended
to anticipate the sequential data [11]. It emphasized the activity recognition not the represen-
tation. In summary, the specialized method for representing ongoing activities is relatively
unexplored and remains to be an important bottleneck for early recognition. In this paper,
the low-accuracy of unreasonable representations is what we attempt to improve, hence the
goal is to extract sufficient information for the rich description of ongoing activities.
To reduce the effect of complex scenes, this paper utilizes spatio-temporal interest point
(STIP) based features as the low-level video description [3, 5, 6]. Such features are directly
extracted from videos, avoiding possible failures of body segmentation and target tracking in
[7]. However, they are described in a high-dimension space and are time-consuming, which
was evaluated in [12]. Methods of data clustering and dimensionality reduction are hence
desirable. Referring to [10], the bag-of-visual words (BoVW) is the most common method
to decrease the dimensionality of feature space for its simplicity and robustness. However, it
ignores both the geometric information in body gestures and the time-varying information in
activity sequences, resulting in the modest accuracies when dealing with limited observations
[10]. Though previous researchers proposed to use the feature correlograms to add some
contextual information to BoVW [13, 14], they focused on the statistic data using completed
videos, thus are impractical for representing the unfinished activity in our case.
To encode the spatio-temporal contexts during video input, we introduce another algo-
rithm for dimensionality reduction, called Recurrent Self-Organizing Map (RSOM) [15],
which is a temporal variant of Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [16]. The SOM is quite popular
in data mining applications, and its superiority lies that it can preserve the topology of data
space, and well approximate the probability density distribution. In SOM, the chain of the
best matching units (bmus) produces a trajectory on the map for any input sequence. This
trajectory is conceptually different from the moving trajectory in [19], and was used for the
visualization of speech signals [17] and process control [18]. Since the RSOM constitutes a
direct extension of SOM, it successfully generalizes above properties, additionally it is more
suitable to manage time-varying sequences. Another superiority of the RSOM trajectory for
early pattern recognition is that the trajectory of new observation makes no affect on the
previously generated trajectory, which can not be held in the overall-updated histogram of
BoVW. For a trajectory of the long-range human activity, this characteristic means that the
sub-actions are sequentially and independently encoded in it, which means a lot since in
practice we have to use completed videos to train templates while use unfinished samples for
tests. Considering these advantages, we employ the RSOM trajectories in conjunction with
local features to keep track of human motion occurrences in section 2. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to try RSOM for representing ongoing human activities.
After the RSOM is trained, an newly input feature sequence can be mapped to a struc-
tural trajectory that the inner-frame trajectory encodes the gesture information on one frame
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while the inter-frame trajectory contains the long-range temporal variation in the sequence.
Therefore, the distance measurement should be carefully selected to reflect the underlying
dissimilarity of these special patterns. Schemes such as HMM distance, Longest Common
Sub-Sequence (LCSS), PCA+Euclidean, and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance have
been compared for normal trajectory measurement in [19]. The HMM distance needs to train
a statistical model for each trajectory. Results in [19] show it very likely suffers from the
over-fitting due to limited training data. LCSS concerns more about the similarity of data
shapes, and also requires exhausting parameter settings [20]. PCA+Euclidean distance [21]
is based on PCA decomposition, hence it needs equal-length sequences, which is impractical
to the ever-changing trajectory. The DTW distance is an alignment based measurement, and
has been successfully used in the clustering of sign language [22]. Considering the special
structure of our RSOM trajectory, we utilize the DTW distance to measure the global cost
during frame-by-frame warping. Besides, the distance between inner-frame trajectories is
computed by Edit distance, which is the minimum number of single-character edits (inser-
tion, deletion, substitution) required to change one word into the other [23]. The combination
of DTW distance and Edit distance, named DTW-E distance, is introduced in section 3.
The main contribution of this paper lies in two aspects: the RSOM based representation
for the representation of ongoing human activities – RSOM trajectory, and the DTW-E dis-
tance for pattern measurement of RSOM trajectories. To deal with the complex real-world
scenes, the STIP based features are detected as the basic motion description and act as the
input primitives of RSOM. The main idea behind our approach is to properly describe and
measure the changing pattern during observation increases.
2 Recurrent Self-Organizing Map Trajectory
Each human activity can be regarded as a sequence of motion regions changing over time.
In this paper, spatio-temporal interest point (STIP) is utilized to detect local regions for its
recent popularity in [4, 10, 24, 27]. The advantages of STIP based local features are: 1) they
avoid the pre-processes of background subtraction, body detection and tracking, which are
inherently tough problems by themselves; 2) benefiting from their localized and unstructured
nature, they are robust to scale change and body occlusion; 3) their density is flexible, hence
can be stored and manipulated efficiently when they are sparsely distributed. As mentioned,
the RSOM is designed to encode the before-after sequentiality of time series. In this sec-
tion, we first introduce how to learn the RSOM in conjunction with the sequence of feature
vectors, then describe how to transform newly input local features to a RSOM trajectory.
2.1 Learning Recurrent Self-Organizing Map
Since the RSOM constitutes a direct extension of SOM, the learning process starts with the
introduction of SOM. SOM is to map the data from an input space VI onto a lower dimen-
sional space VL (a map) in such way that the topological relationships in VI are preserved
and the SOM units approximate closely the probability density function of VI . Suppose each
unit i in SOM is associated with a weight vector wi = [wi1;wi2; :::;win]T 2Ân with the same
dimension as the input vector x = [x1;x2; :::;xn]T 2 Ân. The learning process that leads to
self-organization on a map can be summarized as following steps,
(i) The feature vector x(t) is input, then its best matching unit (bmu) on the map is found
by computing the minimum distance as:
bmu= argmin
i2VL
fkx(t) wi(t)kg (1)
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Figure 1: Illuminations of a pre-trained 44 RSOM and the assumed trajectory (12, 11, 11, 6, 6, 13,
4, 1) of local features (yellow points). Note that the bmus order in the trajectory is based on their image
locations (detected order): from left to right, then from up to down.
(ii) The winner bmu and its neighbors on the map have their weights wi(t) updated to-
wards x(t) as: wi(t+1) = wi(t)+a(t) Nbmu;i  kx(t) wi(t)k (2)
where k  k denotes the Euclidean norm, a(t) = ai  (a f =ai)T (i)=Tmax 2 [0;1] is the learning
rate, where the ai and a f denote the initial rate and final rate. T (i) = f1;2; :::;Tmaxg where
Tmax is iteration number. Nbmu;i is called neighborhood function and defined over the units
on the map. Typically, Nbmu;i = expf krbmu  rik2=2s2g, where rbmu 2Â2 and ri 2Â2 are
the location vectors of unit bmu and i on the map, and s defines the Gaussian kernel width.
Since SOM is not originally designed to accommodate the time series, its temporal ex-
tension RSOM is adopted here to learn the temporal contexts in activity sequences. It is to
utilize both the feature vectors before x(t) and x(t) itself to search the best matching unit of
x(t). This is done by associating the following recursive equation to each unit i to compute
the difference vector yi(t):
yi(t) = l  kx(t) wi(t)k+(1 l )  yi(t 1) (3)
where 0 < l < 1 is a factor determining the influence of earlier difference vectors on the
current x(t). When l is close to 0, the system of Eq. (3) involves a heavy backward memory,
whereas when l is near to 1, Eq. (3) describes a slight memory. Now equations of RSOM
for searching bmus and adapting weights are as follows,
bmu= argmin
i2VL
fkyi(t)kg (4)
wi(t+1) = wi(t)+a(t) Nbmu;i  kyi(t)k (5)
2.2 Dynamic generation of RSOM trajectory
In this section, we introduce how to map the input feature sequence to a time-varying tra-
jectory of bmus. Supposing that an MM map is learned after a fixed number of iterations
using Eq. (3)(4)(5). For simplification, the one-dimensional value b of the original coordi-
nate bmu 2Â2, i.e., b= bmu(2)M+bmu(1) 2 [1;M2], is used as the location index in the
final trajectory. During video input at time t, STIP based local features are first extracted on
the current frame based on above equations. Then feature vectors search their bmus on the
map, and compose an inner-frame trajectory b. Finally, b is used to generate the inter-frame
trajectory Trj.
b f = fbkjk = 1;2; :::;K( f )g;Trj(t) = fb f j f = 1;2; ::;F(t)g (6)
where K( f ) is the number of local features on the f th frame and it changes with different
frames. F(t) is the frame number until time t. Trj(t) is thus used as a high-level representa-
tion of the current observed activity.
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Figure 1 illustrates the key idea behind the proposed RSOM trajectory: local features are
first detected as primitives on each frame then orderly mapped onto a pre-trained RSOM to
generate a series of best matching units, i.e., inner-frame trajectory. Intuitively, the whole
video trajectory, i.e., inter-frame trajectory, is the before-after concatenation of the inner-
frame trajectories during frame-by-frame input. In this way, the sequential nature of the
video is encoded, and the advantage of local feature to handle the noisy observation is also
maintained in the generated trajectory.
3 DTW-E distance
After the RSOM is learned, newly input activities can be represented as trajectories of best
matching units (indexes). As discussed in section 1, the structure of RSOM trajectory is clear
and special that each subset on one frame (inner-frame) contains the human shape informa-
tion and the whole sequence (inter-frame) contains the long-range temporal relationships.
Therefore, how to reasonably measure the likelihood between RSOM trajectories for pat-
tern classification arises another problem. To solve this, a hierarchical distance based on the
combination of DTW distance and Edit distance, named DTW-E, is specially defined.
Particularly, the basic idea behind DTW is to search the warping path between two time
series that minimizes the warping cost. The warping cost thus can be used to measure the
distance between the series. Since the time scale-variations are embodied in the inter-frame
trajectory, the DTW distance is chosen as the distance to measure inter-frame trajectory. The
Edit distance, which is more suitable to cope with the short and sparse series, is adopted to
compute the distance between inner-frame trajectories. Given RSOM trajectories Trj1 and
Trj2, the details of DTW-E distance dist are given in Algorithm 1, where length() computes
the length of a time series. Though the recursive computations of DTW and Edit distance
are time-consuming to some extent, which could be made up by the development of high-
speed computer or reasonable sparse sampling of motion features, the superiority of DTW-E
distance is quite obvious in Figure 2, compared with the typical measurements.
Algorithm 1 Compute the DTW-E distance between two RSOM trajectories
1: INPUT: RSOM trajectory Trj1 = fa1;a2; :::;ang, Trj2 = fb1;b2; :::;bmg. n;m are frame numbers.
ai;bi are the inner-frame trajectories.
2: OUTPUT: DTW-E distance dist between Trj1 and Trj2
3: initialize dist(i;1) in f inity for all i= 1 to n
4: initialize dist(1; j) in f inity for all j = 1 to m
5: for i= 2 to n do
6: for j = 2 to m do
7: if length(ai) = 0 then E(i; j) length(b j) end if
8: if length(b j) = 0 then E(i; j) length(ai) end if
9: if b j(length(b j) 1) = ai(length(ai) 1) then costE  0 else costE  1 end if
10: E(i; j) minfE(i 1; j)+1;E(i; j 1)+1;E(i 1; j 1)+ costEg
11: dist(i; j) E(i; j)+minfdist(i 1; j);dist(i; j 1);dist(i 1; j 1)g
12: end for
13: end for
14: return dist
The performance of trajectory measurement can be evaluated by the degree of enlarging
inter-class distance and reducing inner-class distance. In this paper, to intuitionally show
the superiority of our DTW-E distance, a criterion called “growth rate of discrimination” is
defined. Assuming there are n sets, each set includes m human activities performed by one
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(a) Euclidean distance on SET-1 (b) Euclidean distance on SET-2
(c) DTW distance on SET-1 (d) DTW distance on SET-2
(e) Our DTW-E distance on SET-1 (f) Our DTW-E distance on SET-2
Figure 2: Growth rates of discrimination on UT-Interaction [9]. Note that when computing the DTW
distance (c)(d), Euclidean norm is used to compute the basic warping cost between a data pair.
actor, and ai; j is the ith activity in set j, the inter-class distance interi; j of ai; j is defined as
Eq. (7) and the inner-class distance interi; j is defined as Eq. (8). Then, the growth rate of
discrimination from inner-class to inter-class is computed as the ratei; j in Eq. (9), where kk
denotes the Euclidean norm.
The growth rates using three distances to measure the RSOM trajectories of UT-Interaction
activities are shown in Figure 2. Normally, the rate is the bigger the better since it presents
the ability to enlarge inter-class distance and/or reduce inner-class distance, which can be
figured out in Eq. (9). Note that the positive rate means more reasonable than the negative
one because inter-class activities statistically own bigger difference than that of inner-class
activities. It can be concluded from Figure 2 that the DTW-E distance is more superior than
typical Euclidean and DTW distance to measure RSOM trajectories.
interi; j =
1
n  (m 1)
m
å
l=1;l 6=i
n
å
j=1
distance(ai; j;al; j) (7)
inneri; j =
1
(n 1) m
m
å
i=1
n
å
k=1;k 6= j
distance(ai; j;ai;k) (8)
ratei; j =
kinteri; j  inneri; jk
kinteri; j+ inneri; jk (9)
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Figure 3: Snapshots of 6 interactions in two scenes of UT-Interaction dataset.
Figure 4: Snapshots of 10 daily activities on Rochester Activities dataset.
4 Experiments and Discussions
In this section, the proposed approach is evaluated and compared with related methods.
The inference of ongoing activities is implemented on two recent activity datasets: UT-
Interaction [9] and Rochester Activities dataset [25]. For testing, the inference process is
conducted at ten observing ratios: 10%, 20%, ..., 100%.
Dataset: Experiments were implemented on the segmented version of UT-Interaction,
which has been tested by the state-of-the-art works [10, 24]. It contains 6 classes: “hug”,
“kick”, “point”, “punch”, “push” and “shake-hands”. Except that “point” is a single action,
each activity is respectively performed by 10 pairs of actors. Following previous works,
videos are divided into two sets based on the filming scenes: SET-1 includes 60 videos taken
on a parking lot with slightly different zoom rates and little camera jitter; other 60 video
sequences, named SET-2, are taken on a lawn in a windy day with cluttered backgrounds:
tree moves, passerby and more camera jitters. Main problems lie in the complex filming
scenes and SET-2 is more difficult than SET-1, which can be figured out in Figure 3.
Rochester Activities dataset contains 10 classes of daily living activities, shown in Figure
4. Each activity is composed of a number of sub-actions. Videos are divided into 5 sets
based on 5 actors of different shapes, genders and behavioral habits, and each set contains
three-time repetitions of 10 classes. Different with UT-Interaction, the main difficulties in
Rochester Activities are the inter-class activity ambiguities, e.g., eating a banana is similar
to eating snacks, and turning pages in a telephone book seems having the same hand motions
with peeling a banana.
Experimental settings: For accurate comparisons with [10], we follow its protocol to
extract the spatio-temporal interest points introduced in [3]. For each frame, no more than
20 points are extracted. Then each 4 4 4 point-centered cuboid is described as a 640-
dimensional feature using 3DSIFT [5]. Note that other feature extractor and descriptor are
also available as long as they provide the xyt location and feature value of the detected
motion region. For representation, a 66 RSOM is randomly initialized, then trained during
Tmax = 100 iterations using the feature vectors of the one-third videos, randomly selected
from the whole dataset. Other parameters are fixed as follows: initial learning rate ai = 0:8
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(a) SET-1 (b) SET-2
Figure 5: Inference rates with respect to the video observing ratios on UT-Interaction dataset.
and final learning rate a f = 0:001, Gaussian kernel width s = 3 and influence factor l = 0:7.
The kNN classifiers, where k = 3, are uniformly trained using fully observed videos for the
test of any observing stage. On UT-Interaction, results are obtained by the method of leave-
one-out cross validation on each “SET”. On Rochester Activities, for each round, 120 videos
taken by four actors are used for training, and the remaining 30 videos for testing.
To evaluate the superiority of the RSOM trajectory and its measurement DTW-E dis-
tance, three experimental settings are implemented: RSOM trajectory and DTW-E distance;
RSOM trajectory and Euclidean distance (zero-padding to compensate different lengths);
BoVW (using K-means algorithm) and Euclidean distance. Note that the size of codebook
in K-means is set as 160 on UT-Interaction and 210 on Rochester Activities by “gap” statis-
tic [26]. Since there are randomness in initializing the weights of RSOM units as well as
the K-means clusters, each performance is reported as the average accuracy of 20 runs. The
results of Dynamic BoVW and Integral BoVW in the state-of-the-art work [10] are included.
Results on UT-Interaction: The results of different methods are shown in Figure 5,
where the crucial rates at 50% and 100% observing ratio are marked with three significant
figures. It can be seen from the red/green/magenta curves that our approach significantly
outperforms the Dynamic BoVW and Integral BoVW on both scenes. For example, on
SET-1, our approach is able to make an inference with the accuracy higher than 80% after
observing only the first 20% video contents, while the Dynamic BoVW must observe more
than 70% to reach the same accuracy. It is valuable to note that the highest performances at
the very beginning (10%) are reached by our approach, validating the powerful data mining
strength of our approach with very limited observation. On one hand, this is attributed to the
rich distinctiveness of activity contexts. On the other hand, it dose work that the redundant
90% trajectory in the trained template makes less false on the recognition of the tested 10%
trajectory by our approach than using BoVW, in which the distribution histogram of 10%
ratio is significantly changed in the 100% template. Besides, on SET-1, after 40% ratio, the
blue curve is almost lower than the green one while it becomes higher on SET-2, proving the
ability of RSOM trajectory to handle more complex videos. Comparing the red/blue/cyan
curves, we can see both the RSOM trajectory and DTW-E distance contribute to the overall
Table 1: Inference rates of 6 activities by cross-test on SET-1 and SET-2 at 10 observation stages. (%)
observation 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 average
hug 61.75 73.75 76.25 85.00 89.50 90.75 88.25 94.75 92.25 93.50 84.58
kick 45.25 65.00 71.50 86.25 84.75 86.25 93.25 93.25 98.50 95.75 81.97
point 50.50 57.25 78.50 85.25 85.50 90.25 91.50 92.75 95.00 93.75 82.03
punch 39.25 51.25 75.00 78.25 82.50 80.25 81.25 85.00 90.75 93.50 75.70
push 35.25 46.00 61.50 82.50 86.50 89.75 91.75 97.25 95.75 95.75 78.20
shake-hands 30.50 45.75 66.00 66.50 69.00 78.75 85.75 89.50 89.00 90.50 71.12
average 43.75 56.50 71.46 80.63 82.96 86.00 88.62 92.08 93.54 93.79 –
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improvements. Particularly, the proposed DTW-E distance brings 11:1% improvements on
SET-1 and 15:9% on SET-2 at 100% ratio, it hence validates that DTW-E can properly grasp
the underlying semantics in RSOM trajectories, which are disturbed in complex scenes.
To test the scene portability of our approach, another experiment was implemented using
the cross-test on SET-1 and SET-2. That is, in each test of SET-1, the classifiers are trained
using the videos on SET-2, then videos on SET-1 are used for training in turn. Table 1 shows
the total results of 6 activities at each observation ratio. The average rate of “shake-hands”
(71.12%) is the lowest probably because the holding hands are too motionless to generate
sufficient features. It is worth noting that there are some rates (marked with red) going down
during observation increases because of the immediate occurrence of serious background
interference. However, the average trend in the last row is steady increasing as expected, and
the high accuracies prove the robustness of our approach to handle scene changing.
Results on Rochester Activities: In Figure 6, the superiority of our approach is obvi-
ously shown at four observing stages. It is attributed to the ability of RSOM to grasp se-
quential contexts for the disambiguation of complex activities. For example, at early stages,
“write on a white board” contains turning to back with a writing brush, and both “look up
a phone number” and “eat snacks” contain a back to front turn with an object in hand. It
very likely leads to activity ambiguities when ignoring the before-after relationships among
the local features of front/back moving. RSOM encodes this contextual information during
its training process, hence greatly outperforms BoVW. Particularly, at 100% ratio, “write on
a white board” is completely classified by our approach. In addition, the fitting curves of
blue/red bars are plotted to show that our approach makes the highest improvements over
BoVW clearly at the 25% ratio, validating our superiority for early recognition. Noting that
our improvements over BoVW become smaller during observation increases because the
overall-updated histogram of BoVW gradually approximates to the 100% histogram tem-
plate, and our advantage of before-after trajectory independence becomes less obvious.
(a) 25% observation (b) 50% observation
(c) 75% observation (d) 100% observation
Figure 6: Inference rates with respect to 4 video observing ratios on Rochester Activities dataset.
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5 Conclusions
To robustly infer ongoing human activities, the RSOM trajectory and its measurement, DTW-
E distance, are novelly proposed in this paper. The motivation is to enable early recognition
by encoding videos’ contextual information to the greatest extent and using the alignment
based measurement to properly reflect the structural semantics of RSOM trajectories. Ex-
periments on the datasets, from human-human interaction to daily living activity, show that
our approach often makes the efficient inference even with complex scenes and inter-class
ambiguities. It hence confirms the ability of RSOM trajectory to extract sufficient discrimi-
nation. Moreover, the RSOM trajectory with the advantage of before-after independence is
proved more suitable to the recognition of unfinished patterns than the histogram of BoVW.
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